My Naturewatch Camera
Disseminating Practice Research with a Cheap and Easy DIY Design

ABSTRACT
My Naturewatch Camera is an inexpensive wildlife camera that we designed for people to make themselves as a way of promoting engagement with nature and digital making. We aligned its development to the interests of the BBC’s Natural History Unit as part of an orchestrated engagement strategy also involving our project website and outreach to social media. Since June 2018, when the BBC featured the camera on one of their Springwatch 2018 broadcasts, over 1000 My Naturewatch Cameras have been constructed using instructions and software from our project website and commercially available components, without direct contact with our studio. In this paper, we describe the project and outcomes with a focus on its success in promoting engagement with nature, engagement with digital making, and the effectiveness of this strategy for sharing research products outside traditional commercial channels.
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Prelude
Chris Packham, naturalist, author and presenter of BBC’s Springwatch series, walks beside Bill Gaver towards set of unusual looking devices in a leafy clearing. To the side the ribbed metal wall of an academic building can be glimpsed, offering an incongruous frame to the scene.

“Bill, you’ve got yourself a little grotto here, full of - how shall I put it - very homemade gadgetry. What’s this - this is a camera is it?”

“That’s right, that’s a camera trap. And it’s meant to look homemade because we want people making them at home. It’s all off the shelf parts, it’s really cheap—it costs people about £25 to make this.”
"I love the recycling element to it, and this is obviously something straight out of the kitchen."

"That’s just a food storage container, works really well, it’s super easy to make."

"It’s dead cheap, you’re recycling, I love all that. I could put that together myself in my office. But does it work, Bill?"

"Oh yeah." Gaver pulls out his phone and shows Packham a photograph of a squirrel.

"I’ve got to say, that’s actually pretty good."

INTRODUCTION
My Naturewatch Camera is a simple digital camera designed to be positioned outdoors, usually in front of bait (Figure 1). It uses computer vision software to look for movement and trigger image capture, and thus can automatically take photographs of birds and animals that come in view without human presence. We designed it to be used in people’s gardens or local green spaces to record images of nearby wildlife.

The cameras are available as DIY designs for people to make themselves. Constructed entirely from commercially available components, using instructions and software from our project website (mynaturewatch.net), they are designed to be as easy to make as possible, and to require no direct contact with the project team for success.

We designed My Naturewatch Camera as part of a project that we initiated when we realized that, by virtue of its appeal to a large audience, the Springwatch series could be a key component of an orchestrated strategy for promoting large-scale engagement with research products by encouraging people to make DIY devices designed to promote engagement with digital making and local wildlife. We unpack each of these themes (dissemination, DIY designs and engagement) in the paper’s discussion section. For now, it is enough to say that, as an initiative integrating these concerns, the project makes two primary contributions: 1) the design of an innovative, self-built wildlife camera—a research product [32] investigating how computational devices can promote engagement with making and nature—and 2) an example of an orchestrated strategy bringing together a national primetime TV show, instructional website, and social media outreach to encourage people to make the camera. In the following account, these themes and contributions underlie our account of the development and dissemination of the devices.

Springwatch: Setting and Vehicle
The Springwatch series, and its spin-offs Autumnwatch and Winterwatch, are world-leading examples of public engagement with science. Springwatch is produced by the Natural History Unit (NHU), a BBC department that has been dedicated to producing wildlife content since 1957 and which is responsible for major series such as Planet Earth and The Blue Planet.

Springwatch is usually broadcast over an intensive three-week period, live from a temporary encampment usually in a nature reserve. The core of the show consists of footage gathered from numerous outdoor cameras that film birds and animals throughout the site, as well as footage from other locations, all strung together, enlivened and enriched with commentary from experts, particularly Chris Packham, who has been the lead presenter since 2009. Several TV shows are broadcast daily, with further content available via the BBC ‘red button’ digital interactive television service as well as a series website, allowing viewers to immerse themselves in the stories of individual animals as well as features on issues including flooding or global warming. With UK daily viewing figures of about 2 million, Springwatch engages an impressive number of people with its mix of animal soap operas and detailed information.

With its balance of entertainment and expertise, Springwatch seemed well-suited as a frame for research devices that would be engaging but not utilitarian (i.e., they wouldn’t contribute to Citizen Science, at least as narrowly conceived). We hoped that such devices would be of interest to Springwatch as a complement to the programme’s usual format as a broadcast from a small production team to a large audience by allowing audience members themselves to engage with nature locally. Finally, we anticipated that exposure on Springwatch would motivate some of the show’s audience to make the DIY designs, thus allowing our research products to circulate to a wide and diverse public.

A Delicate Relationship
We initially contacted the NHU, before applying for project funding, via a friend at the BBC who introduced us to a long-term consultant to the unit. She responded enthusiastically to our ideas and invited us to visit the Springwatch set. She
introduced us to a few members of the team, including their Business and Communications Manager, who eventually wrote a guarded letter of support for our funding application that was, no doubt, pivotal to its success. By the time we had secured project funding, however, about half a year had passed since our previous contact, and our project had largely been forgotten. When we finally met about half a dozen members of the Springwatch team—including the series producer—to discuss our plans, we essentially had to pitch the project afresh. The nature of our funding allowed us to make a compelling offer:

- We would develop technologies for engaging with wildlife that viewers could make at home;
- the devices and our time would not cost the BBC anything;
- they were under no obligation to broadcast the designs or, indeed, to engage with the project;
- all we asked was for them to meet with us occasionally to see if our ideas were of interest.

This characterisation of the project (essentially we would give them something for nothing and they didn’t have to take it) appeared reassuring to the members of the NHU, and set the tone for our work throughout our development of the My Naturewatch camera. It implied, and we encouraged, a lack of commitment from the BBC, to the point that, even after they had filmed the feature described at the opening of this paper, they stressed that they could not be sure to air it until the moment it was used in their live broadcast. The uncertainty this engendered made the project risky for us, of course, and was uncomfortable at times. However, it was also, we believe, vital to the congenial relationship we formed with the Springwatch team—a relationship better characterised as a constantly negotiated alignment of our project to their interests rather than an established collaboration—allowing them to discuss speculative, implausible and even humorous ideas without risk.

OPENING A DESIGN SPACE

To the opening meeting, we also brought a design workbook [13] we had developed over the first several months of the project and discussed it with the group.

The workbook thematically organised a set of 64 sketch proposals—simple juxtapositions of images with short captions or titles indicating a direction our designs might take (Figure 2)—that we had developed based on our background research as well as the visit to the Springwatch set. The proposals opened a wide space of possibilities with various degrees of complication and playfulness.

Discussing the workbook provided the Springwatch team with something of a crash course to our conceptual and aesthetic practice as well as the ideas we were pursuing. Fortunately, they were receptive, and our discussion was lively and productive. This set the tone for a cycle of engagement over the next six months in which we modified, developed and came up with new proposals in our studio, based on discussions we had during two further meetings with the Springwatch team.

Over this time, we gained a sense of the qualities of our designs that would make them attractive for Springwatch. Fundamentally, they needed to match the skillful balance achieved by the programme itself between conveying knowledge-based content and (always respectful) entertainment. Achieving a similar balance with our designs would be essential to appeal both to Springwatch and its audience. It was also desirable that the devices be maximally accessible, both in terms of the technologies and skills needed to construct them, and their intended uses. For instance, devices designed to interact with foxes or badgers would exclude those without large mammals nearby, while focusing on ‘microbeasts’ (e.g. insects, slugs, worms etc.) would be accessible to most viewers. Finally, we were told that, to be suitable for Springwatch, our designs needed to be relevant for an ‘editorial line’—a somewhat mysterious concept that we understand to mean that the devices must serve as resources for stories with content the team was interested in covering.

Focusing on a Wildlife Camera

As our work progressed, then, we moved away from overly specific or complicated proposals in favour of simpler ones that might develop over time. In particular, we started concentrating on the possibility of building a DIY wildlife camera because this, we believed, would be relatively simple to make, could be used in settings from windowsills to wilderness, and would capture images of wildlife from snails to...
sealions. Moreover, a large number of our existing proposals integrated cameras into more complicated designs (such as animal tracking or nationwide events). If enough people made their own wildlife cameras, we envisioned the possibility of suggesting complementary designs or events that would particularise their use.

Researchers have used automatic wildlife cameras (a.k.a. camera traps or trail cams) for decades, and they have become increasingly popular commercially as well, particularly among hunters wanting to know where to find game [44]. From the outset, however, we intended our version to be different from commercial ones in two ways. First, ours would be designed for nonutilitarian and aesthetic uses, not for scientific research or hunting. Second, they would be designed for people to build themselves, cheaply and easily.

The Naturebytes research project [30] also distributes a wildlife camera for people to build, but it comes in kit form, and essentially recreates the features of standard commercial versions. Our experiences using a number of commercial camera traps that we purchased—including a Naturebytes one—convinced us that we could design a wildlife camera that would not only be easier to build and more suited for playful experimentation, but also offer improvements over the other types of camera trap we had encountered.

Most notably:

- Relying on IR sensing leads to many false positives when pictures are triggered and is very poor at detecting small animals and especially birds. We resolved to use computer vision to achieve motion detection instead.
- Many versions incorporate IR light sources for night time illumination. Because these tend to be placed immediately adjacent to the camera lens, they lead to ‘surveillance style’ portraits of animals (Figure 3).
- The versions we used had screens and controls incorporated inside their waterproof housings, making access for positioning, controlling and retrieving images awkward and inconvenient.

As we developed our design for a DIY wildlife camera, we sought to address these shortcomings. Initially we experimented with stringing off-the-shelf apps together to trigger a smartphone to take photographs based on motion, and used this to create an ‘underwater camera’—essentially a phone in a weighted mason jar—which we displayed, along with instructions for how to make it, in a London design exhibition [8]. Based on this experience, we chose the hardware and developed the software for a user-made, stand-alone version. Multiple iterations of the camera followed as we tested it in workshops held in several nature reserves, schools and colleges, before we finalised the My Naturewatch Camera design described below.

**MY NATUREWATCH CAMERA**

The final design for our DIY wildlife cameras is a configuration of computational hardware, software, and strategies for making weather-resistant housings. It should be stressed that the design is completely open-sourced, and thus different hardware can (and has) been used, and the software can be (and has been) modified, and wide variety of housings can be (and have been) made. Our description here is for the version described by our website and featured on Springwatch 2018.

**Hardware**

My Naturewatch Camera is designed to be implemented on the Raspberry Pi Zero W microprocessor platform, an inexpensive (~$10 USD) single-board computer. Apart from its price and power, two features make it ideal for the cameras: first, it includes a built-in graphics processing unit and can make use of Unix computer vision libraries; second, it also includes WiFi capabilities allowing it to be connected to and controlled by external devices (i.e. smartphones, tablets and laptops). Finally, it includes a microSD slot allowing its software to be read from, and the pictures it takes to be written to, a standard microSD card.

We use a ‘standard’ camera module for the Raspberry Pi Zero, a small (roughly 1cm²) unit mounted on a flexible circuit board with a ribbon cable that slots directly into the Raspberry Pi. The unit is inexpensive (~£14), provides a good quality (5MP) image, and is small enough to fit into compact housings. Many different camera modules are designed to be used with the Raspberry Pi Zero, however, allowing a variety of options. For instance, we also provide instructions on our website for an infrared version, using a unit that incorporates infrared lights as well as an unfiltered camera. Advanced makers can modify this, with a modicum of soldering, by separating the lights from the cameras to avoid ‘surveillance style’ images.

The processor on the Raspberry Pi Zero W can become hot when used intensively (for instance to process incoming images), so we recommend adding a low-tech heat sink in the form of a standard flat-headed bolt (about M6 x 25mm) superglued to the processor. The final device can be powered with an off-the-shelf USB powerbank (ideally over 12000mAh in capacity) and will run for about eight hours depending on the powerbank and number of pictures taken.

![Figure 3: ‘Surveillance style’ image from a commercial camera trap.](image-url)
Figure 4: A ‘difference image’ (left) triggers image capture a moment later (right) when contiguous areas of change are within a minimum and maximum threshold.

Software

Software for My Naturewatch Camera is downloaded from the website and installed on a microSD card for use by the Raspberry Pi.

Unlike most commercial camera traps, which use infrared sensing, My Naturewatch Camera uses computer vision software to trigger image capture. The basic strategy is to use ‘frame differencing’ (Figure 4). An incoming image gets converted into grayscale and is given a gaussian blur. The image gets added to an accumulated average, with a given weight (the higher the weight, the quicker the accumulator forgets earlier images). An absolute difference between the running average and the new image is calculated. If contours are found within the result, they are dilated to group them into larger ones. A photo is captured if the largest contour in the result is within a given threshold. This helps reduce the false positives we observed in IR triggered camera traps: minimum and maximum thresholds enable the camera to ignore overall changes in lighting or small movements.

My Naturewatch Camera creates a local wifi hotspot and serves a webpage (Figure 5) allowing people to control it via their own devices (e.g. tablet, smartphone, laptop). This enables the device to be used away from existing networks, and allows the image captured by the camera to be viewed live, facilitating placement, before starting automatic image capture. In addition, it allows changing the camera settings via a dropdown menu—for instance, the minimum and maximum amount of change needed to trigger capture, indicated by coloured squares drawn on the image, can be controlled via the ‘movement sensitivity’ buttons. Selecting the ‘Image Gallery’ button serves a new page showing all the images held on the camera’s SD cards and allows pictures to be deleted or downloaded to the connected device.

Most of the controls for the camera are provided by its internally served webpage, however a configuration file on the SD card allows a few other settings, including the camera’s name and password, to be set separately.

Housing the Camera

For use outdoors, it is wise to house the My Naturewatch Camera hardware to protect it from the elements. This can be done in innumerable ways—we have enclosed them in resealable zipper bags, while others have constructed elaborate 3D printed housings. Perhaps the most important lessons we have learned is that for clarity of image it is best not to enclose the camera lens, and that, fortuitously, the hardware is remarkably resistant to water damage.

Our standard approach is to house the camera electronics in a waterproof plastic food storage container with a hole drilled in to expose the camera lens, and to shield the lens from rain with the cut-off end of a plastic bottle (Figure 6). Full instructions for making this housing is on our website. Apart from the fact that it is easy to make, this approach emphasises the accessibility of the camera, both by appearing easy to make, and by exposing the electronic components within (c.f. [43]).

MyNaturewatch.net

A final, and crucial, component of the My Naturewatch Camera configuration is the project website. For most people, this is the only contact point with the project and the sole source of information about My Naturewatch. It is essential in motivating people to make the cameras, enabling them to do so, and allowing them to discuss problems and experiences. Three main sections are fundamental to the website’s operation.
Make Your Camera provides instructions for constructing the standard daylight My Naturewatch Camera. These are presented in an illustrated ‘recipe’ format similar to one developed for the Interaction Research Studio’s ProbeTools project [5] and explored independently in [9]. A list of parts and recommended tools, most linked to online suppliers, is at the top of the page. This is followed by an outline summary of the build process, and then step-by-step instructions for making the camera, separated into basic tasks (e.g. "Download the Software", "Assemble the Electronics", etc.). Each step is accompanied by photos or short videos of the build to make the process clear; working through all the steps produces a finished and working My Naturewatch Camera.

A link from the home page, and another from the end of the ‘Make’ page, leads to a Using Your Camera page. This provides step-by-step illustrated instructions for the camera’s interface, showing how to preview images, start automatic recording, download photos, etc. This page also provides a few tips for using the camera successfully and ethically.

Finally, a Forum page leads to a user forum allowing messages and responses to be entered by registered users, organized according to categories that we established on set-up ('Technical Issues', 'Camera Builds and Set Ups', etc.). We created the forum about two weeks after the Springwatch episode aired, after finding ourselves overwhelmed by the demands of an alternative support system that required individual responses. The Forum is a busy and valuable area of the website that we discuss later.

RELEASING MY NATUREWATCH CAMERA
My Naturewatch Camera featured in the Springwatch episode broadcast on 11 June 2018, as part of a 10-minute-long feature¹ seen by an audience of just under 2,000,000 [4]. The coverage included footage from a visit to the Goldsmiths campus a month earlier, discussions between the presenters on the Springwatch set and a segment in which another Springwatch presenter deploys the camera on site in an (unsuccessful) attempt to photograph a local fox. On the same day, the camera was featured on Wild Academy, a spin-off of Springwatch targeted at school children. On both programmes, the camera was featured as a device designed for viewers to make at home.

Response was immediate. The evening of the show, mynaturewatch.net attracted 5,999 unique visitors, with 15,766 visiting over the following week, and a total of 21,867 at the time of writing—about 1% of the audience.

In the following sections we discuss what we learned about the people who made their own My Naturewatch Cameras.

How Many People Made My Naturewatch Cameras?
It is impossible to know precisely how many people have made My Naturewatch Cameras. Because they are based on commercially available hardware that can be purchased from multiple sources, we can only estimate based on other sources of information.

One clue comes from Pimironi.com, a hobbyist electronics company that sold all the components needed to build a My Naturewatch Camera as a ‘bundle’ on its website, which we linked from the Make Your Camera section of ours. As of the time of writing, they had sold about 1,050 bundles [Todd, personal communication]. People could also purchase components individually, however, and some used equipment they already owned, so this is almost certainly an underestimate.

A better indication is the number of downloads of the camera software from our website. To date there has been a total of 1,086 downloads from unique IP addresses of the first software version (v 0.2.5), and 389 (v 0.4.2) of the second. Assuming some but not all are upgrades of cameras that people already built, that would indicate that between 1,086 and 1,475 people have built the camera. We expect the truth to be at the high end of this scale, both because there are few reports of people upgrading their software and because many people report making multiple cameras. All in all, then, we’re confident that between 1,250 and 1,500 cameras have been made to date.

Glimpses of Use
We strove to minimise any barriers to making My Naturewatch Camera, so for instance did not require people to register to download the camera software. Since that was the only mandatory touchpoint to the project, anonymous participation was default and we have little or no access to the vast majority of people who made the cameras.

We did, however, encourage people to post pictures and feedback on social media such as Instagram and Twitter. In addition, 76 people posted reviews on the Pimoroni website, and many of these comment on the cameras as well as Pimoroni’s service. Finally, 158 joined the mynaturewatch forum to post comments, pictures and (especially) requests for help. The observations in the following sections thus draw on these sources².

Overall Satisfaction
In general, people who made the cameras seemed pleased with the experience. This was especially evident from the

¹The segment also included another project design that we plan to report separately in the future.

²Note that mynaturewatch.net/forum, shop.pimoroni.com, and twitter.com/mynaturewatch are all open to the public, so readers may view comments and examples of practice for themselves.
comments made on the Pimoroni website. A typical example is from Richard:

A great little project and really fun to use. Took me a few minutes to assemble, maybe an hour to download and write the new flash image. Couldn’t wait to get it working in the garden and immediately I got a lovely picture of goldcrests bathing in my pond.

These sentiments were echoed by many other comments. Martin wrote: Simply Brilliant. An absolute dream. Phillip commented: I’ll be honest. I wasn’t expecting such great results so quickly. From David: Awesome piece of kit very easy to set up make, I love it that much I’ve just ordered myself another full kit. Jeremy’s contribution: the pictures that my son managed to get were as he said “brill” yet another happy child. Many of the comments continue in this vein, with the camera kit scoring over 4.5 out of 5 stars on the website.

Inexperienced Makers
Reading the comments, it becomes clear that many of the people who made My Naturewatch Cameras were technically inexperienced. For instance, an anonymous comment on the Pimoroni site:

I was a little nervous of trying this kit as i am not the most techy geeek in town. However it was easy to make, set up and use. The results are great and we will try it in lots of different places. So far got pictures of black birds and robins mostly. Interesting how often they have their backs turned to the camera!

Another anonymous comment: Impressive quality of pictures and fairly easy to set up even for someone like me who’s not very technically minded. Mike commented that the camera was easy to set to work by an amateur like me. Finally, another anonymous Pimoroni client wrote:

Was not sure about this as never put together anything like it before and wondered if it would actually work. Followed the instructions which were pretty straightforward and it worked first time. Very pleased with it.

Comments like these suggest that presenting My Naturewatch Camera on Springwatch succeeded in attracting a technically inexperienced audience, and that the simple design of the camera itself facilitated their successful engagement with digital making.

Tailoring My Naturewatch Cameras
There are also numerous reports on social media and our forum of people tailoring their My Naturewatch Cameras. Most are variations of the housing suggested on our website (Figure 6). Several people found simple take-away boxes easier to modify than the clip-top ones we recommended. PrioryLim discovered that the bottle could be attached to the food storage container with its own cap, after drilling a hole for the camera to see through. Michael, an ornithologist, protected the camera hardware in a zipped plastic bag before hanging it in a tree to view a buzzard’s nest. Hc25036 sent pictures of a more elaborate build in which he draped the camera cable over a wooden partition to peer into a hedgehog feeding station. In general, the camera design permitted many variations.

Other camera makers described more sophisticated technical modifications, revealing their expertise. For instance, forum user Ricko352 wrote I soldered a couple of pins to header 4&6 (+5v & gnd) so that I could add a fan for circulating air over the Raspberry Pi Zero W board. A Pimoroni, employee, gadgetold, reported a modification to:

…add hardware buttons for arm/disarm and snap photo. I used a Button SHIM for this since I’m somewhat biased toward it, and I already had a Zero W with one soldered in place…

Still others modified the camera software, which we have made available as a GitHub project. So far, four of the suggested changes have been incorporated into the latest version of the software we release. For instance, one contributor’s changes formed the foundation for error-checking code which allows the camera to be un- and re-plugged without crashing. In general, the variety of modifications people have reported indicate both the range of expertise that My Naturewatch Camera makers bring to the project, and the flexibility of the camera to be modified in many ways depending on that expertise.

Importance of the Forum
We established the mynaturewatch.net forum as a way for people to ask for help making the devices, and although we also added other topics, most of the discussion has revolved around difficulties people have had making the kit. There are 158 forum members (10 - 15% of makers), 164 topics, and 987 replies. The majority (91 topics / 897 posts) are to the ‘Technical Issues’ section with 69 topics / 250 posts spread across ‘Using the My Naturewatch Camera’, ‘Camera Builds and Setups’, and ‘Project Feedback’. Common problems have to do with downloading the software and installing it on the SD card, or providing adequate power to the camera, or focusing the camera to achieve sharp pictures. These are well-understood problems and can usually be rectified fairly quickly.
A more serious problem arose, however: The UK entered an unusually hot summer soon after the cameras were released, and we received a number of reports of the cameras halting which were eventually traced to overheating. In an intense exchange over several weeks, a number of forum members reported temperatures they had recorded from the Raspberry Pi and numerous fixes ranging from various heatsinks to added fans and even a Peltier cell. A satisfactory resolution, however, only came when we released a new version of the software which, among other things, dramatically reduced demand on the CPU—and the advent of cooler weather.

Some users became quite irate when they could not make their cameras work, often blaming the technology or design. For instance, Bullstreetboy wrote, under the header *This project does not work reliably:*

**Guys**

**I give up.**

I’ve wasted countless hours. I’ve changed hardware, software, SD cards, Power banks, Pi zeros - EVERYTHING.

…From a great start to a shambles.

Usually even these people managed to get their cameras working in the end, however. For example, after much struggle, Bullstreetboy finally solved his problems, which he announced with a simple (and rather poetic) message:

*Problem solved*

*Power bank to Pi cable*

In fact, Bullstreetboy went on to become a frequent and helpful contributor to the forum, making helpful suggestions to other members and reporting that he was starting to build a second, infrared camera—before again becoming incensed when he could not replicate his original success.

Over time we found that we could reduce our involvement with the forum as new members looked at existing posts to find answers to their problems, and existing members helped them with those they could not solve themselves. The forum community thus became an invaluable resource in supporting the large numbers of people, many with little technical experience, who made My Naturewatch Cameras.

Photographs and Appreciation

Since the Springwatch broadcast, hundreds of My Naturewatch Camera photographs have been posted to our forum and to social media sites such as Twitter (Figure 7). It is evident from comments on the forum and social media that these are a tiny fraction of the pictures that have been taken: it is not unusual for hundreds of pictures to be taken in a single session, most containing animals.

Photographs have included foxes, badgers, weasels, deer, mice, rats and hedgehogs, and these animals are greeted by appreciative comments from other My Naturewatch Camera makers, presumably because they are only occasionally seen in everyday life (squirrels, in contrast, are usually remarked upon for their mischievousness). By far the majority of photographs, however, are of birds: robins, blackbirds, goldfinches, woodpeckers, buzzards and many, many pigeons. Perhaps surprisingly, these too are a source of pride to

Figure 7: Pictures taken with My Naturewatch Cameras. Credits from left to right, top to bottom: @mrcjbush, @keirwhitlock, Leila Racaniere, deurzon, tattyjacket, @WheatlandFarm, roadkillcrow, Ricko352, @nariyasu, alanr00, stewartL, @ISpaceCab
their authors, and attract complements from other viewers, despite their ubiquity in the British landscape. We speculate that there may be two reasons for this.

First, photographs captured by My Naturewatch Cameras tend to exhibit characteristic aesthetic qualities. Their view is often at the animal’s level and from relatively short distances. In addition, they often have a kind of candid quality, as animals are captured unawares. The result is a kind of intimacy in the views they afford. Second, for their camera owners, the photographs are of the animals in their own local surroundings. They are not generic pictures of birds or animals, but portraits of the individuals that live in their gardens: their neighbours. This, we believe, lends both the photographs and the animals themselves a personal value to people. It is fundamental to their appreciation of My Naturewatch Cameras, and, we believe, to the cameras’ success in promoting increased engagement with nature.

A Final Quote
Carole’s contribution to our web forum might serve as the best summary of our findings:

I use a laptop, iPad and phone but that’s it, I just use them. This looked interesting and there are several places I know animals travel along in my garden and I thought it would be nice to find out more about them.

I needed help with the zip file as I had no idea how to deal with it but building the camera and box was pretty straightforward. I got the camera upside down to start with, had a bit of a struggle fitting everything neatly into my box and superglued my fingers together, all in all a learning experience but easier than building flatpack furniture.

The overheating issues were a challenge, but this discussion group has helped. Now that appears to be resolved for me I am having fun, not many successes yet but I look forward to finding out what is in my compost heap (hopefully not rats) and if it is only rabbits using the hedgehog runs under the fence.

I may even move on to an IRCamera to see if the foxes that passed through the other day visit more often.

These are all things I would not have attempted without Naturewatch – many thanks to you all.

Not surprisingly, we have been pleased to receive comments such as these—and all the more so when Carole finally posted a picture of a rabbit in her garden (Figure 8).

DISCUSSION
My Naturewatch Camera is a DIY design that has been made and enjoyed by a wide range of people. Here we discuss the project in terms of the three themes that inspired it: engagement with nature, digital making, and the circulation of research products, before summarising our contributions in the conclusion.

Engagement with Nature
In offering engagement with local wildlife, My Naturewatch Cameras can be seen as an antidote to the ways that popular media often dramatise ‘nature’ as exotic, alien or dangerous, whether on the Discovery Channel’s ‘Shark Week’ [8] or the BBC’s Blue Planet II [2], with its stunning depictions of unseen species and unusual behaviours. Even Springwatch tends to feature spectacular photography from UK nature reserves, land explicitly set apart from everyday living environments. My Naturewatch cameras can be seen as complementing these typical representations with more quotidian content that people can capture themselves.

Despite burgeoning interest in Animal Computer Interaction (ACI; e.g. [25, 45]), we are unaware of HCI research which seeks to promote engagement with nature and wildlife in this way (though see REF). ACI is typically concerned with animals that have existing relationships with humans, whether as pets [16], farm animals [11] or zoo inhabitants [12], and focuses on devices with which such creatures interact, often developed using some variation of ‘pawticipatory’ design [26]. Several of our early proposals (see Figure 2) were more interventionist and might benefit from ACI approaches and principles. My Naturewatch Cameras, however, are primarily intended to be ignored by animals, and to allow them to go about their business relatively undisturbed.

Instead, the purpose of My Naturewatch Cameras is simply to support people in being aware of the wildlife in their local area and to capture images of the creatures living nearby. Comments on our website and on social media suggest that
people’s engagement went beyond merely setting out the cameras with some bait, to include enquiries about what sorts of birds were in their gardens, where certain animals might be found, what they might eat and so forth. Moreover, the value people placed in viewing local birds and animals suggests that they started to recognize creatures as individuals, rather than, for instance, ‘a bird’ or even ‘a magpie’—a recognition that Chris Packham sees as an invaluable motivator for conservation [Packham, personal communication].

My Naturewatch Cameras can thus be interpreted according to agendas such as familiarising wildlife, promoting conservation or ameliorating ‘nature deficiency disorder’ [24]. In our view, however, their primary value to users is simpler and perhaps more profound. In his essay Why Look At Animals?, the art critic John Berger wrote:

> With their parallel lives, animals offer man a companionship which is different from any offered by human exchange. Different because it is a companionship offered to the loneliness of man as a species. ([3] p. 15)

In keeping with Berger, we suggest that the primary value of My Naturewatch Cameras is in allowing glimpses of the ‘parallel lives’ of the animals who are our neighbours. Moreover, we suggest that the intimacy of these encounters is heightened by the fact that the cameras are not well finished, commercial products, but DIY research products that people make themselves, using materials they have to hand, and close to the places they will be deployed.

**Engagement with Digital Making**

DIY research products depend to a large degree on advances in digital making. Centred on technology-oriented DIY activities, digital making has gained impetus with the increasing availability of low-cost microprocessor-based platforms such as Arduino and Raspberry Pi as well as affordable 3D printers and lasercutters. There is also a cultural and infrastructural dimension to the movement’s growth, with events such as Maker Faires and Hackathons, physical resources such as FabLabs and London’s Makerversity (makerversity.org/london/), code repositories such as GitHub, and crowdfunding sites such as Kickstarter all supporting communities of practice in the area.

Digital making, and maker culture more generally, has been a topic of much interest in the HCI community, with research variously providing overviews of existing communities and activities (e.g., [20, 21, 33, 38, 42]) and examples of products designed for open source making [7, 28, 29, 39, 40]. While much of this work celebrates making as an alternative to, or alternative route into, traditional commercial design (e.g., [20, 22, 23, 41]), others have identified impediments in the form of commercial disincentives [1] and, more broadly, limited access [19, 36]). For instance, while making has been lauded as allowing disabled people to craft their own assistive technologies [17, 18], limits in making skills impedes the realization of this vision. A common approach to trying to increase accessibility is to run workshops supporting people to learn about digital making (e.g. [27], cf [18]). Questions remain, however, around the scalability of workshops and the likelihood that attendants will continue to make things without the scaffolding workshops afford.

My Naturewatch contributes to this literature by providing a case study of a DIY design that has motivated large-scale involvement in digital making, including by people with little or no previous technical experience. Moreover, we have demonstrated that this can be achieved without direct contact, i.e. without workshops or maker spaces, through a combination of large scale publicity, a carefully crafted website, and an easy to make design.

Our experience suggests that key to this success has been the reduction or removal of impediments to making. All the components for My Naturewatch Camera are readily available online. The finished device is affordable. We work to make the instructions as clear as we can. We don’t require people to register or make multiple visits to the website.

The resulting design is very simple, yet exposes its makers to many facets of digital design. Clipping a video cable into the Raspberry Pi may not be demanding, but it demonstrates the construction of devices from components. Downloading software emphasises its importance in the functionality of electronic devices, while editing a configuration file gives a taste of modifying code. Building housing from food storage containers promotes engagement with product design, and potentially considerations of aesthetics and cultural connotations. At each step, there are openings for further engagement, and these have been explored by people making the cameras. Overall, then, we suggest that My Naturewatch is an effective and accessible introduction to digital making. Moreover, we see the project as a promising first step in harnessing digital making and DIY designs in circulating research products, as we discuss next.

**DIY Design and Dissemination**

Practice research is well established in HCI and broader design communities (e.g. [14, 46]). As Pierce [34] has pointed out, however, few people have first-hand experience with physically-realised ‘research products’ [32]. In many cases, only one or a few examples of a given design are produced, which means they are usually encountered via images in articles, lectures, online or, more rarely, in exhibitions. While articulation is important for design research [6, 14], such limited channels of dissemination prevent many from gaining the embodied understanding that comes from experience
This raises the question: Given that few design products are distributed commercially, whether because their creators are uninterested or unsuccessful in taking them to market, how can we develop alternative pathways for their dissemination?

In previous projects, some researchers have turned to batch production to increase the number of people who can try the research products they create, both to permit large-scale field studies and to disseminate the ideas they embody [5, 15, 31, 35]. Batch production, however, is costly and time-consuming, and for digital devices typically remains quite limited in the numbers of devices that can be made—for instance, even the large scale Datacatcher project only produced 130 devices [15].

Thus, recent research has begun to explore DIY products as a method for disseminating practice research (e.g., [10]). For instance, the Interaction Research Studio has made available designs and custom components, sold at cost, for cameras and audio devices specialized for Cultural Probe studies [5]. In addition to a means for the designs themselves to be disseminated, the idea is that DIY making can also allow the ideas such designs embody to reach varied audiences.

This project builds on that work, demonstrating how a research product can be experienced by over 1000 people by motivating them to build it themselves. This is a cause for optimism about the prospects for DIY design as a means for circulating design research—but also a cautionary tale about the challenges involved. First, given that approximately 1,500 people viewed Springwatch for every one who have made a camera, it seems clear that successful releases of future DIY design products will require similarly large-scale, or much better targeted, public exposure. Moreover, My Naturewatch Camera seems to have succeeded because of its simplicity and clarity of use: persuading people to make their own speculative, critical or counterfactual designs is likely to be more difficult [10]. For designers seeking to critique existing trends, extrapolate future possibilities, or study unusual design premises or forms of engagement, DIY design may be unsuitable. For those researchers exploring alternatives to prevailing trends in technology, however, producing designs that simultaneously embrace new values and are broadly appealing can be a useful and even necessary challenge.

Finally, minimising barriers to involvement means we forego deeper engagement with our makers: from this point of view we know little about the majority of people who are making the cameras. In future studies, this could be avoided by requiring people to register their details before gaining access to plans for building. Anybody willing to copy and republish the making instructions could easily subvert this, however—and indeed, Pimoroni has republished a PDF version of the My Naturewatch instructions without asking our permission. Preventing shadow sites and ensuring registration could be achieved by requiring essential components of given DIY research products to be obtained from our research group, but this would seem inevitably to reduce the circulation of our research projects. Moreover, there is an appeal to us in having close access to a subset of users, whether satisfied or annoyed, and allowing others to be known only through occasional social media posts or to evade scrutiny entirely. This recreates the logic of traditional sample-based research while providing ample material for research insights—and we find it pleasing to think of a large number of people enjoying My Naturewatch Cameras without interference.

In sum, the fact that so many people have made My Naturewatch Cameras shows that, with appropriate design and adequate publicity, research products can circulate widely outside commercial markets. Challenges remain for developing DIY design as a research methodology. For us, nonetheless, this is an encouraging foundation on which to build further research.

CONCLUSION

This paper contributes the design for a self-build wildlife camera offering offers several advantages over current camera traps that are available commercially or from other research projects. First, it uses computer vision for motion detection, which reduces the false positives caused by infrared motion detection. Second, it includes a smartphone interface which allows easy set-up and retrieval of images. Third, it is easy and inexpensive to build and customise using off-the-shelf components including household items. Finally, My Naturewatch Camera is designed to support open-ended engagement with local wildlife rather than utilitarian tracking, and produces images that are intimate and aesthetically pleasing.

In addition, the paper contributes a description of our strategy to engage people in making this computational product via an orchestrated effort involving a national primetime TV show, instructional website, and social media outreach. These contributions are mutually dependent: we designed the camera with Springwatch in mind, and our engagement efforts were successful because My Naturewatch Camera is suitable for that audience. Taken together, our methodological contribution is to highlight that the co-development of a research device and engagement strategy allows research products to be circulated at scale. Thus we see our primary research contribution as the description of the overall configuration of the project, including the relationship we forged with the Natural History Unit.

Our evidence suggests that our engagement strategy was successful insofar as over 1000 people were motivated to build My Naturewatch Cameras. We have had unsolicited
feedback from hundreds of makers, and their comments (all publicly available on mynaturewatch.net/forum, pimoroni.com and Twitter™) suggest that most enjoyed building and using the cameras. Moreover, for many of them, the experience has had impact on their engagement with digital making and with local wildlife as they have become more aware and concerned with the various birds and animals they photograph. Perhaps our most significant contribution, then, is to all the people who have used the cameras to find new companionship with the creatures who live amongst us—and to the animals who will benefit from greater care as a consequence.
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